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I strike down upon thee by making it official
Chopping, cooking, organics fuck the artificial
And I know it's been a long wait thanks for being
patient
One Way's back, front page issue
I ain't handing over no baton
I'm running on this competition like a marathon
Definite phenomenon, you should check the forecast
Get ya umbrellas on, blame it on the weatherman
This shit is hurricane music
But motherfuckers so brave they abuse it
But then again it's a whole new amusement
Cut the bullshit spread the blue print
Tell them One Way One Sound it's a movement

I'm blowing up when it all falls down
I'm rising as it all comes down
So when I erupt I'm burning it up
And I'm gonna be standing on this ground
Ain't now way you gon me bring me down
And ain't now way you gon stop me now
No walking away no turning away
It's getting' dark right now, let the rain falls down

You try to break me down
Find yourself breaking off
The systems shut down
But power's still on
My vision crystal clean like plasma screen
Never did it the way I did it and I done it
Around the globe and back

Ha-na dul-sshik bul-sshi-ga ggeo-ji-go itt-neun 
Se-sang-e bol-eul da-shi balk-hyeo

Ha-na, deul, set take a deep breath 
Go-dok-i-ran ba-da sok-e nae ja-shin-eul deon-jyeo
A milli a billion times I'm trying to fight the world back
Evacuation needed coz weathers about to attack
Drop a thunder go Zeus on you haters
Now I'm in the suit looking like a storm trooper
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Turbulence is about to clear fire in the atmosphere
Team One Sound bringing light to your life

I'm blowing up when it all falls down
I'm rising as it all comes down
So when I erupt I'm burning it up
And I'm gonna be standing on this ground
Ain't now way you gon me bring me down
And ain't now way you gon stop me now
No walking away no turning away
It's getting' dark right now, let the rain falls down

See how many times have I, fallen out this way
And how many times have I fought against pouring rain
I'm clearing my clouds away
The sun is shining once again
I'm getting stronger here right now
So let the light strikes down
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